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THE BIG TEN

LESSONS LEARNT FROM 2014
1. When the weather is not giving you much pleasure, find pleasure in other things. 

2. Cropping plans are carefully formulated. While change is sometimes a good strategy, consider 

the reasons you made your original decision. Don’t get caught up in short term seasonal events 

such as an early break. 

3. Practise zero tolerance on summer weeds. Spray early and spray often. Monitor all paddocks 

regularly over summer, particularly legume stubbles in which there might be some sub-soil 

water. Tiny weeds can become big in the blink of an eye.

4. To increase your chances of a return from canola, sow it into paddocks with sub-soil moisture.

5. Chemical fallow still has a place in cropping systems. Having some paddocks with stored soil 

water in a dry year is great for risk diversification.

6. Frost is likely to have an increasing influence on production and profitability in the future. To 

reduce exposure, tighten up sowing windows for spring wheats; keep them within 5-7 days of 

the optimal dates. If planting early, reduce risk by using longer season spring or winter wheats. 

Ensure that you have a range of flowering dates.

7. We can’t afford our cost of production to increase faster than our income. 

8. Major threats to crops (some we haven’t encountered before) arise regularly. In 2014, it was 

beet western yellow virus and diamond black moth. React, but don’t panic. Often little comes 

of these threats. Monitor crops carefully, act on the basis of facts, not fears, and weigh up the 

balance of action and inaction. 

9. Having sheep makes cropping harder and they can be a lot of work, but the income in years 

like 2014 is extremely valuable and can be counted on. 

10. If the BOM talks about El Nino in spring at the start of the cropping season, take notice. What is 

your plan if 2015 is an El Nino year?  Consider the odds. 
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